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Presentation Overview
• Hearings and Release Unit Functions
• Statistics
• New Sex Offender Release Conditions
• New HRU Polices
• Notice of Violation & Proper Service
• Waivers
• Contested Hearings
• Making a Recommendation
• Conditional Release
• Review Hearings
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HRU Responsibilities

To facilitate a fair and
just hearing according
to due process
requirements

To protect the public
through decisions that
manage the risk and
rehabilitation of
offenders
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HRU Primary Functions

Evidentiary Hearings
• Offender discipline
• Adult revocation
• Juvenile revocation of parole
• Interstate probable cause
• Institution Review Hearings
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Hearing Data
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HRU Primary Functions Continued

Administrative Reviews
• Adult release reviews
• Adult warrants and restructures
• Life sentence review hearings
• Juvenile review hearings
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Release Plans: Historical Data
Release Plans
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Pre-Hearing Restructures Historical Data
Pre-hearing Restructures
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Warrants: Historical Data
Warrants
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Conditions of Release
Addressing the new sex offender conditions
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Conditions of Release

SR vs. ISR
Conditions modified January 2018
Nexus for establishing conditions
Recent Court Decisions
• Packingham v. North Carolina
• Doe v. Commonwealth of Kentucky
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Conditions applied for a sex offense or offense with sexual
characteristics
1. The offender must comply with sex offender programming as directed by the
agent/designee. An offender’s refusal to attend or participate in programming as
directed by the agent constitutes a violation of this condition.
2. The offender must refrain from purchasing, possessing or allowing in his/her
residence any sexually explicit materials. The offender must refrain from
entering/accessing an establishment/website that has sexual entertainment as its
business as determined by the agent/designee.
3. The offender must disclose to the agent/designee all computers, internet capable
devices, or digital storage devices within the offender’s possession or control within
24 hours of first possessing or accessing such devices. All devices are subject to
search and monitoring. The offender is responsible for any material(s) found on
these devices.
4. The offender must refrain from employment as a (occupation), without
documented approval of the agent/designee.
5. The offender must refrain from accessing, creating, maintaining, or viewing a
personal webpage, profile, account, password, or username for a social networking
website or an instant messaging or chat room program, which permits persons
under the age of 18 to become a member or to create or maintain a personal
Webpage.
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Conditions continued
6. The offender must refrain from creating and/or using any media
method for personal contact and/or advertisement for solicitation
purposes, without prior written approval of agent/designee.
7. The offender must refrain from any direct or indirect contact with
minors without prior documented approval of the agent/designee.
8. The offender must refrain from any direct or indirect contact with
vulnerable adults without prior documented approval of the
agent/designee.
9. The offender must submit to polygraph as directed by agent.
Violation consists of refusal to submit to polygraph and/or any
attempt to manipulate or sabotage the polygraph procedure.
10. The offender must refrain from possessing or obtaining a prescription
or supplement designed to improve sexual function without prior
notice to agent and provision of the prescribing provider's name and
contact information.
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New DOC Polices
• Responding to Alleged Violations
of Release Conditions by Adult
Offenders
• DOC Policy 106.113

• Hearings for Adult Offenders
• DOC Policy 106.114

Notice of Violation & Proper Service
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What is the perfect Notice of Violation
The document should be able to answer two major questions
• What are the alleged violations
• Conditions should be listed identically from Conditions of Release
• Commentary needs to answer four major questions
• Who?
• What?
• When?
• Where?
• What evidence and testimony may be used
• Any physical evidence that may be used
• Any witness testimony that may be provided

The NOV can be a stand alone document
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Example of a poor Notice of Violation

Violations NOT
identical from
Conditions of
Release
Does NOT
answer who,
what, when
and where

What will actually prove the
allegation
What “Police Report” is actually
being referenced
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Example of a Good Notice of Violation

Condition is identical
to Conditions of
Release
Answers Who, What,
When and Where
All parties are able to
distinguish what the
behavior is and how
the offender violated
the condition
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Example of good evidence & testimony listed
• Provides a clear
description of evidence
• Evidence list is specific
• Testimony listed to specific
individuals
• Noted if live or phone
testimony will be provided

All parties are clear aware what evidence and testimony my be used
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Proper Service of an Offender

When does an offender need to be served?
• DOC Policy 106.113
• An offender must be served ONE WEEK prior to the offender’s
scheduled hearing date.
• Is there an exemption?
• If extraordinary circumstances prevent service 7 days prior to
the scheduled hearing, the agent must notify the HRU to
determine the appropriate course of action.
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Proper Service of an Offender
What needs to occur?
• The Notice of Violation must be read to the offender
• This provides the offender with notice of the following:
• When the hearing will take place
• What violations are alleged
• Evidence and testimony that may be used
• The purpose of the hearing
• The entitled rights the offender has in the hearing process

What is the Acknowledgement?
• It is the mechanism that certifies the offender has been served properly and is aware
of his/her rights
• Issues with the acknowledgement
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Proper Service of an Offender

Who gets the documentation?
• HRU, the offender and offender’s attorney should receive the
following documentation after service:
• A signed copy of the Notice of Violation
• A signed copy of the Supervised Release Violation Report
• Copies of any documentary evidence
• If possession of the evidence is restricted by the facility (e.g.
contraband) or is confidential it may be withheld
• The agent must notify the HRU to determine the appropriate
course of action.
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Waivers
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Waivers
If the offender requests to waive the hearing
• Agent prepares and reviews the Waiver of Hearing Form with the offender
• The waiver must be read to the offender by the agent or offender’s attorney
• Agent sends the signed waiver, Notice of Violation, and Violation Report to
HRU
• HRU will either approve or deny the waiver

The waiver must match the recommendation on the violation
report
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Waivers

If the offender requests to waive, only have the offender check the waiver box
If they request an attorney, the wavier must be processed with their assigned attorney
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Waiver of Hearing Form

This form needs to be
filled out in its entirety
and sent to HRU with
the violation report and
notice of violation
(NOV).
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Contested Hearings
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Contested Hearings
Agent’s role
• Quasi-Prosecutor
• Has the burden of proof

Agent’s presentation of the violation behavior
•
•
•
•

Let the report be your guide
Provide a summary/groundwork for the behavior
Provide the physical evidence
Provide the witness testimony

The Hearing Officer can not elicit testimony from the agent or lead the agent
with this presentation
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Contested Hearings-Presentation
It is alleged the offender is in violation of special condition #4: The offender must obtain a valid
driver’s license, proof of insurance, and the written approval of the agent/designee before
purchasing or operating a motor vehicle. The offender must follow the agent/designee's
directives regarding vehicle use.
On July 4, 2016, the offender was operating a motor vehicle in the city of St. Paul, MN. During
that time, the offender was cited by St. Paul Police Officer James Johnson for First Degree DWI
– Test Refusal. The offender did not have a valid driver’s license and was not given permission
by his agent to operate a motor vehicle prior to providing verification of such.

• Steps to address denied violations:
1. Read the commentary prepared from the Notice of Violation
2. Submit the St. Paul Police Report dated 7/4/2016
3. Submit the Department of Motor Vehicles Printout dated 7/29/2016
4. Submit the MGA Report for Ramsey County File 62-CR-16-0000
• Then if needed:
1. Provide Testimony of Officer James Johnson
2. Provide Testimony of Officer John Smith
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Contested Hearings-Physical Evidence
This will be different for all documentary evidence
Presenting physical evidence
• Name the actual document presenting
• Provide the page numbers referencing
• Clearly identify the sections, texts or pictures referencing
• Be able to identify how and when the evidence was obtained
• Tip: Phone extraction reports
• These reports can be hundreds of pages long, please have pages and sections
clearly labeled and identified when presenting the violation behavior.
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Contested Hearings-Witnesses
It is an agent’s obligation to facilitate how a witness will testify prior to
the hearing
• Live testimony
• Where can the witness provide the testimony
• Is there safety concerns that need to be addressed
• Phone testimony
• Agent will need to arrange prior to the hearing with the local jail the availability of
phone testimony

Witnesses cannot be compelled to appear or testify
• HRU does not have subpoena powers
If there is a question regarding witness testimony, the agent should notify HRU to determine the appropriate course of action.
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Contested Hearings-Witnesses

How can I be successful presenting witnesses?
Be prepared and have your witness prepared
• Have the witness statement documented in the chronological record
• Go through that statement with the witness prior to the hearing
• Ask questions the offender’s attorney may ask

Have the witness provide the facts of the event
• Don’t tell the story for the witness
• Example: On 7/14/16, please tell me what you observed?

Ask specific follow up questions
• Example: Did you feel threatened by offender Smith’s comments?

Improve the credibility of the witness
• Show the witness testimony is consistent with the police reports and the chronological record.
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Making a recommendation
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Making a recommendation

What questions need to be answered
How a report can support a recommendation
How a presentation can effectively support the recommendation
Using the DOC Violation Guidelines
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Making a recommendation

The three BIG questions:
• Does the offender’s behavior pose a risk to public safety?
• Can the offender’s behavior be effectively addressed in the
community?
• Moving forward, how can the behavior be addressed after
restructure or revocation to address public safety concerns and
facilitate a successful transition?
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Making a recommendation

The adjustment section
• Provide prior supervision history, including probation
• Current supervision struggles and successes
• Employment History
• Treatment History
• Placement History
• This section allows the agent to provide a complete picture
of the offender’s supervision history
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Making a recommendation

The recommendation/rationale section
• Identifies the severity level of the violations
• Identifies all warranted aggravating & mitigating factors
• All mitigating and aggravating factors must have
documentation which supports or be supported by the
record
• Justifies that revocation is warranted
• Demonstrates community resources have been exhausted
• Provides a plan on how to address future behavior
38

Making a recommendation
DOC Violation Guidelines
• Release Conditions are divided into
categories
• ISR designation & MnSTARR score
set placement
• The severity level determines the
presumptive penalty
• Sanctions are imposed based on
aggravating & mitigating factors
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Aggravating & Mitigating Factors
AGGRAVATING FACTORS
1. Offense involved loss of life
2. Level 3 sex offender
3. Offender history involves assault(s), weapon(s)
use/possession, threatening/stalking behavior, injury
4. Current behavior involves assault (s), weapon(s)
use/possession, threatening/stalking behavior, injury
5. Previous violation(s) of release; either revocation(s) or
restructure(s)
6. Length of time on fugitive warrant status
7. Significant discipline in a facility
8. Contact with minors/vulnerable adults was
intentional/purposeful or sexual in nature
9. Multiple violations of current release
10. Violation(s) consistent with prior criminal behavior,
prior violations, and probation violations
11. Committed violation(s) within a short time of release
12. Prior probation violations on current obligation
13. Current behavior compromised agent’s safety

MITIGATING FACTORS
1. Agent is willing to work with offender
2. Non-person offender
3. No previous violation(s) of release; either revocation(s)
or restructure(s)
4. Alternative programming available to the offender
5. Stable residence
6. Stable employment/education
7. Community/social support systems available
8. Minimal criminal history
9. Significant amount of local time served
10. Significant amount of time completed on supervision
• Removed contact unintentional with minors/vulnerable
adults
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Sex Offenders
Prior to 8/1/2013, sex offenders
started their conditional release
AFTER their max confinement
date.

Post 8/1/2013, sex offenders
start their conditional
release at their SRD.

DWI Offenders
DWI Offenders released on
traditional supervision start
their conditional release on
their SRD.

DWI Offenders released
to CIP start their
conditional release upon
release to Phase 2.

Review Hearings

Placement Reviews
Detention Reviews
Treatment Reviews
Noncompliant vs Compliant
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Other Trainings Offered:
• Release Planning, Warrants
& Restructures (3 ½ hours)
• Evidentiary Hearings (3 ½
hours)

Questions?
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Contact information:
Rebecca Holmes-Larson
Executive Officer
Rebecca.HolmesLarson@state.mn.us
651-361-7193

Zach Gahm
Senior Hearing Officer
Zachary.Gahm@state.mn.us
651-361-7183

